Newsletter extra

The Lakes tour 23rd to 25th May 2022

This excellent article submitted by Richard Taylor was unfortunately too late for
the June Newsletter, but too good to leave until the next one.
Day One
The Lakes - sheep, Wordsworth,
mint cake, mint sauce (eh?),
water and fabulously wriggly
roads with 1-in-4 ascents.
There's nothing better than a
swift break to the north. Nine
of us were wide awake, on time
(just - for the tardy author) and
ready for our 9am start from
the de luxe Maccie Ds at
Walsgrave.

Figure 1: Lake District Day 1

Figure 2: Boy band power
stance V formation, with their
Svengali manager lurking
behind in subtle yellow

The first morning's
instructions were simple:
1) stick together, 2) use
the M6 toll road, and 3)
get there, 'there' being
the southern edge of the
Lakes.
The average speed camera-riddled 60mph section was tedious. The mandatory 50mph following that was proper teethgnashing. If only some bright spark would design a system to allow you to cruise at a safe distance from the other
vehicles. They could call it something cool like 'Radar per il pilota Ducati'. It will never catch on.
The distant hills started to develop some height beyond Lancaster, and we were getting close. Off the motorway
(hurray!), onto the A roads, that's more like it, then slide past Kendal, through Troutbeck, and up a minor road to the
Kirkstone Pass Inn for a well-earned lunch. It may be 1481 ft above the sea but it's still a bit wet.

Figure 3: Kirkstone
Pass Inn. We hadn't
quite perfected our
tight-knit parking
yet. There's always
one...

Figure 4: Outside
Kirkstone Pass Inn an early but timely
reminder of the
challenge of riding
in the Lakes.

After lunch it was off up to
Ullswater, and then on to
Troutbeck. Hang on, wasn't
Troutbeck near Kendal? Two
Troutbecks - I bet Amazon love
mixing those up in mid-winter.
Then it was an anticlockwise run
around Keswick and to Buttermere
for a delicious ice cream, and a
secret cream tea for one
renegade.

Figure 5: 'Welcome to the Cake District' indeed

We had a quick
stop at the
Honister Slate
Mine for a wee,
and a look back
down Honister
Pass.

Figure 6: Testing if
the fence is strong
enough to stop
bikers falling over
the edge

They had some nice slate sculptures
on both sides of the Honister Pass.

Figure 7: " Father Ted: …OK, one last time.
These are small… but the ones out there are
far away. Small… far away…"

(I just love Richard’s subtle sense of
humour. Hmm, a future Newsletter Editor
methinks.
Ed.)

Figure 8: Parking
skills at Honister
still needed
refinement

The last stop of the
day was the aptlynamed Surprise View
which was an
impressive detour up
a gravel-strewn
tarmac cart track,
with a fabulous view.

Figure 9: Far-reaching
'surprise' views over
Derwentwater

Figure 10: Hidden wildlife
camera captures inquisitive
grinning primates

Another surprise view at Surprise View.

Figure 11: Bright plumaged primate sniffing exotic ferns & moss

(Here he goes again, Richard’s writing style could give Nick a run
For his money!
Ed.)

Having looped over the mid-Lakes our first night was at Ambleside Youth Hostel, an large ex-hotel right on the north
edge of Lake Windermere.

Figure 12: Cheers!

Figure 13: View from the hostel across Lake Windermere

Beer and food on the premises meant an easy night. We were all so knackered we were in bed by 10:30pm - three to a
room, earplugs mandatory.

Day Two
Figure 14: Lake
District Day 2

Up early, but not so early to clash with the horde of youngsters sweeping locust-like through breakfast. Having found
some scraps left over, our second day started with two challenging passes.

Figure 15: View from the
top of Hardnott Pass - lead
bike just visible with the
others hidden in a 1-in-4
dip

Wrynose Pass followed swiftly by Hardknott Pass. Both have 1-in-4 switchbacks that are only one vehicle wide. The
views were fantastic but you couldn't afford to look on the way up - only on the way down. The trick to a successful
ascent, according to those in the group that had ridden there previously, is to only set off once you have a 'landing spot'
- just like an overtaking manoeuvre. And so we went one by one, section by section, and being early in the morning we
met no other traffic at the trickiest points. Good planning, Roger! I suspect that they're near-unrideable in high summer
traffic.

Figure 16: A wellearned rest on the
'down' side

From Hardknott Pass it was down along the coast, and inland with some crazy member anticipating the route totally
incorrectly and having to do the U-Turn of Shame - twice - to much chuckling from the others. On to the Bluebird Cafe
on Coniston Water for a cuppa, where the rain conveniently started as we entered the cafe and stopped as we left.
Perfect.

Figure 17: More sedate than Campbell's Bluebird

After coffee it was back to the Ambleside YHA to return the forgotten room key (oops) and then back to Troutbeck (the
first one), over the M6 into the Yorkshire Dales.
At the lunch stop an arcane ceremony was performed involving cardboard and a can of sparkly goo, just like Blue Peter.
Non-believers & BMW owners naturally refused to take part.

Figure 18: Kneeling for The Oiling of the Chains ceremony

If only some bright spark would design a system to allow your drive system to lubricate itself internally. They could call it
something cool like 'Motocicletta con trasmissione a cardano'. It will never catch on.
Next stop was coffee at Ribblehead station on the Settle to Carlisle Railway.

Figure 19: Co-op shopping - still sage advice

Figure 20: Ribblehead Viaduct in the background

Ribblehead Viaduct - was renovated by Roger's company at great expense (to them, not the railway).
And decent tight parking. We're getting the hang of it now.
We reached our destination of Hawes YHA a little early and with the weather being sunny again, a little diversion was
taken out to Tan Hill and back, along yet another cracking road with no traffic.

Figure 21: Winding Dales country road with no traffic
except sheep

A quick stop at Tan Hill Inn, and then back again to Hawes YHA.

Figure 22: Tan Hill Inn - Britain's highest

Figure 23: All hail the yellow helmet at
Tan Hill Inn. We are not worthy.

Hawes YHA wasn't
quite as salubrious
as Ambleside YHA
but still plenty
good enough. For
our evening meal it
was a short and
pleasant walk
down to the pub.
Figure 24: On our way
to Th Crown

Figure 25: The 'E' had long-dropped
off, but it's quite Yorkshiresounding

And then back to the YHA for our evening entertainment.
Dominoes. I kid you not.
One anonymous member (Don't tell them your name, Dave) is a dominoes expert - Champion of All Southam. He
treated us to not only to a full explanation of the rules (hard to absorb after a few pints), but also the nuances of spot
counting and the nomenclature of the equipment. Needless to say we took the piss but after a few games the banter
toned right down and people really were spot-counting to win! Although, to be honest some of us struggled to count
the spots accurately just on a single tile after a few pints - "7 and 5". "No - that's 9 and 7, pick it back up." "Oh."

Figure
26: The
tension
mounts

A tense few games later with a lot of bluffing, and the Champion of All Southam didn't manage to win any games. He
should have cheated on the shuffling just like he taught us.

Figure 27:
Motorcycle Art

Then Sagar found his artistic inner self. This is as good a representation of a motorbike in 16 dominoes that you'll ever
see (if you squint a bit).

Day Three
Day Three dawned wet
enough that it didn't do
justice to the Yorkshire Dales
around Hawes - hence no
photos.
We headed down the spine
of England through the High
Peaks, along Snake Pass, and
then back west to a fine
welcome and lunch at the
thoroughly recommended
Glossop Cafeteria (wonder
where that is, and what it
does).
Then it was south through
Buxton for a quick cake stop
at the High Peak Bookstore
and Cafe.

Figure 28: Day 3 – the route back
home

The final leg of the trip was to Maccie Ds at Bassetts Pole, after two false finishes:
'We've overshot Bassetts Pole, sorry chaps.'
'No we haven't, it's two miles further on and then straight ahead at the roundabout!'.
'Oh, why did they all turn left at the roundabout?'
Eventually we all managed to gather back together for a final park up.

Figure 29: Bassett's
Pole - tired but
happy!

Thanks very much to Roger for all the excellent organisation. Such complex trips with so many people aren't easy to
arrange. Also thanks to my travelling companions for their good company and humour. It's definitely one to do again.

